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ABSTRACT
Electron recombination rates with E region dominant ion species NO+ and O2+ decrease with the electron temperature;
thus plasma density and electrojet current are perturbed spatially in similar fashion as the electron temperature
irregularities, generated along the geomagnetic field by powerful HF wave via thermal instability in the polar
ionosphere. The spatial period of irregularities varies from 460 m to 1.3 Km. When modulation frequency between 2
and 30 kHz is applied, density irregularities coupling to modulated electrojet current produces spatially distributed
mode current of whistler waves. This direct excitation process enhances the generation efficiency of whistler waves and
reduces harmonic components.
INTRODUCTION
Ionospheric density irregularities with a broad range of scale lengths have been observed in natural events and in HF
heating experiments. These irregularities have spatial variations in the direction perpendicular to the background
magnetic field, thus being called field-aligned density irregularities (FAIs). Short to medium scale (i.e., less than 100
meters) FAIs give rise to intense bistatic scattering and backscattering of ground-based HF/VHF/UHF radar signals [1].
Large scale FAIs (i.e., larger than a few hundred meters) cause spread echoes on ionograms, known as spread-F, and
scintillation of beacon satellite signals [2].
In HF heating experiments, FAIs of different scale sizes can be generated artificially through various processes. Those
in short to medium scale sizes are generated via secondary parametric instabilities [3-5]. The pump waves of these
secondary parametric instabilities are the high frequency sidebands of the primary parametric instabilities excited
directly by the HF heating waves. On the other hand, large-scale sheet-like FAIs [6] are usually generated by the HF
heating wave directly via thermal filamentation instabilities [7-9].
In this work, we show that heating of E-region electrons by HF waves can excite purely growing thermal instability to
produce large-scale temperature perturbations, which then evolve through the electron thermal diffusion to steady state
periodic temperature irregularities along the magnetic field. Because in E region the recombination rates [10] of
electrons with the dominant ion species NO+ and O2+ decrease as the electron temperature increases, large-scale periodic
density irregularities together with an average plasma density enhancement are also generated [11,12]. The favorable
spatial variation direction (i.e., along the magnetic field) and scale lengths (i.e., in the kilometer range) make these new
type irregularities to couple effectively with the HF wave-modulated electrojet. The coupling can induce mode currents
of whistler waves, which produces whistler waves directly [12, 13].
GENERATION OF PERIODIC IRREGULARITIES BY THE HF HEATING
In the presence of HF heating, the electron thermal energy equation [10] is given by

∂Te/∂t + (2Te/3)∇⋅ve + δ(Te)νen(Te)(Te − Tn) = (2/3n)(Q + ∇⋅ Κe⋅∇Te)

(1)

where n is the plasma density, ve is the electron fluid velocity, and the second term on the left hand side (LHS) of (1)
represents the isothermal response of electrons to the thermal perturbation; δ(Te) is the average relative energy fraction
lost in each collision, νen(Te) is the effective collision frequency of electrons with neutral particles, Tn is the temperature
of the background neutral particles, Κe = ^z ^z 3.16nTe/mνen is the along-the-magnetic field thermal diffusion tensor, and =
____________
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m is the electron mass; Q = Je2/σ ≅ νenn0m[ue2 + |vpe|2 ] is the total Ohmic heating power density in the background
plasma and contributed by the electrojet current and the HF heater wave.
The electrojet current is driven by a dc electric field E0 = x^ E0 in a collision plasma which is embedded in a background
magnetic field Bo = −^z B0. The circularly polarized HF wave fields are given by Ep± = ( x^ ± i^y )(εp/2)exp[i(k0z−ω0t)] +
c.c., where εp2 = εp02M(t), i.e., the HF heating power is modulated by a periodic modulation function M(t) = p=0
Mpcosp(ω1t + ϕ), and ‘±‘ refer to ‘O’ mode and ‘X’ mode, respectively. Hence, ue = eE0 /m(νen2 + Ωe2)1/2 and |vpe±|2 =
vq±2 M(t), where vq±2 = (eεp0/m)2/[(ω0 ± Ωe)2 + νen2]. It will be shown that only the dc part of M(t), i.e., the term
proportional to M0, contributes to the generation of density irregularities.
Both elastic and inelastic collisions contribute to the heat loss. The main processes involved in the inelastic collisions
are the rotational and vibration excitation of N2 and O2. The total collision frequency can be expressed in terms of the
unperturbed elastic collision frequency νen(Te0) = νe0 as [10,14]

δ(Te)νen(Te) ≅ 2(m/Mn)νe0 (Te/Te0)5/6 + 8.6(Te/Te0)−1/2 + (Te/Te0)−5/2{0.25exp[15.7(1 − Teo/Te)]
+ 27exp[3(1 − Teo/Te)]}

(2)

where Mn is the mass of neutral particles (N2); the first term on the right hand side (RHS) of (2) is attributed to the
elastic collision; the second term on the RHS of (2) accounts for the total rotational excitation loss rate; the two
exponential functions in the last term of the RHS of (2) account for vibration excitation of N2 and O2, respectively.
The dependency of νen ∝ Te5/6 and the heating rate ∝ νen give a positive feedback to excite thermal instability. As
temperature perturbations grow, the background plasma density also varies accordingly, through the dependence of the
electron-ion (NO+ and O2+) recombination rates on the electron temperature, with the relation [10]

n(Te) / n(Te0) ≅ [0.6 (Te/Te0)0.7 + 0.4 (Te/Te0)1.2]1/2

(3)

where the 3 to 2 ratio of the daytime densities of O2+ and NO+ in the region near 120 Km height is assumed. Therefore,
the spatial spectrum of the density irregularities is determined directly by the steady state temperature perturbations
Since the growth rate of the thermal instability (∝ νe0) is quite high and the nonlinearity in the inelastic damping is
strong, only the steady state perturbation is of interest. (1) is solved for the steady state situation by setting the time
derivative term on its LHS equal to zero. Again, the second term on the LHS of (1) is derived, from the continuity
equation (∇⋅neve = 0) and momentum equation (−∇pe − mneνenve ≅ 0) of electrons and the ratio of specific heats for
electrons γe = 3, to be (2Te/3)∇⋅ve = −(2mνen)−1(dTe/dz)2. This term and the thermal diffusion term on the RHS of (1) can
be combined into a single diffusion term. For the convenience of numerical analysis, the normalized function f = Te/Te0
and normalized variable η = (m/1.05Mn)1/2(νe0/vte)z are used, where the normalization factor (m/1.05Mn)1/2(νe0/vte) =
8.28×10−4 m−1 is the same as that used for λ. Thus (1) is converted to the equation used in the numerical analysis [13]

(0.6 f0.7 + 0.4 f1.2)−1/2f−1/4 dη (0.6 f0.7 + 0.4 f1.2)1/2 f5/12 dη f
= −a± f5/6 −36.85(1 − tn) + {f5/6 + 8.6 f−1/2 + f−5/2[0.25e15.7(1−1/f) + 27e3(1−1/f)]}(f − tn)

(4)

In the numerical analysis, (4) is found to have a periodic solution only if the values of a± are in the range of 150 ≤ a± ≤
1819, ie., 0.52 < [εp0/(F0 ± 1.35)]√M0 < 1.69. In this range of a±, the RHS of (4) has three zeros: at f = fmin, fa, and fmax.
The periodic solution f(η) of (4) oscillates between the minimum fmin and the maximum fmax around the steady state
stable value fa. f(η) varies in space periodically along the geomagnetic field (i.e., the z axis). The spatial period λs of
the generated periodic density irregularities is between 0.46 Km and 1.3 Km. When the values of a± are outside the
range of [150, 1819], the solution of (4) becomes a constant f = fa and thus, only an enhanced density layer, rather than
irregularities, is formed. The functional dependence of the normalized λs on a± is plotted in Fig. 1.
EXCITATION OF WHISTLER (VLF) WAVES
The electron drift speed, driven by a dc field in the electrojet, is modulated by the amplitude-modulated heating wave in
the same fashion as the conductivity of the electron plasma. As the periodic density irregularities distributed along the
geomagnetic field with a large spatial period are also generated by the heating wave in the same region, their coupling

Fig.1. Normalized spatial period λs of the density
irregularities, by a factor of 8.28 × 10-4 m-1, as a
function of a ± .

Fig 2. Modulation frequency f1 (kHz) vs

a± .

with the electron drift velocity perturbation, produces a space-time dependent current, oscillating at the modulation
frequency and distributed along the geomagnetic field, as [13]

∆Je = [ x^ + ^y 2νe0/Ωe] A åk nk{exp[i(kz+ω1t+ϕ)] − exp[i(kz−ω1t−ϕ)]} + c.c.

(5)

where A = −i(5e2E0/18m) (νe02/ω1Ωe2) M1 (vq±2 /vte2) and the density perturbation ∆n is expressed in terms of its Fourier
spectrum nk as ∆n = k nk eikz + c.c.. This is a source current for plasma waves in VLF frequency range and propagating
downward and upward along the geomagnetic field. If the wave number k1 of the spectral peak of ∆n and the
modulation frequency ω1 satisfy the dispersion relation of the whistler wave, (5) becomes an effective current source for
whistler wave, which is generated directly inside the current distribution with a much better directivity than the antenna
radiation process. The wave equation for whistler wave is given by [13]

[(∂t + Ωe^z × + νe0)(c2∇2 − ∂t2) − ωpe2∂t] E = c2µ0 (∂t + Ωe^z × + νe0) ∂t∆Je

(6)

In (6), the wave electric field E is driven by its source current density ∆Je and can be assumed to have the form E =
k{Ek+ exp[i(kz+ω1t+ϕ)] − Ek− exp[i(kz−ω1t−ϕ)]} + c.c.. It is then substituted into (6) to obtain

(k2c2/ω1)Ek±x+i(ωpe2/Ωe)(δ±−iνe0k2c2/ω1ωpe2)Ek±y = ic2µ0(−δ±+i2νe0ω1/Ωe2)Ank
and

(7)

−i(ωpe2/Ωe)(δ±−iνe0k2c2/ω1ωpe2)Ek±x+(k2c2/ω1)Ek±y = ic2µ0(δ±+iω1/3νe0)(3νe0/Ωe)Ank
where δ± = ±1; ω12 << k2c2 << ωpe2 is assumed. In the source free and collisionless case, (7) leads to the dispersion
relation of the whistler wave ω = k2c2Ωe/ωpe2. Let k1 be the wave number of a whistler wave having a frequency equal to
the modulation frequency ω1, i.e., ω1 = k12c2Ωe/ωpe2, the field amplitude of this wave is obtained from (7) to be

E±x(k1) = −(c2µ0 Ωe2/2ωpe2νe0)(1 − i2δ±νe0ω1/Ωe2)An(k1) and E±y(k1) = iδ± (1 − iδ±νe0/Ωe) E±x(k1) (8)
Hence, the generated wave has a circular polarization. It is noted that the superscripts ‘±‘ in (7) and (8) stand for downand up-propagating wave, which are different from those used as subscripts to stand for O- and X-mode heater wave.
The HF heating wave can significantly enhance the daytime E-region background plasma density by reducing the
recombination rates of electrons with NO+ and O2+ ions. Let α = <n(Te)/n(Te0)>1/2 ≅ [n(Te0)/n(Te0)]1/2 stand for the
average enhancement factor of the electron plasma frequency from its unperturbed value fpe0 = 2.5 MHz, the dispersion
relation of the whistler wave can be expressed as f1 = 13.32/α2λ12 kHz, where Ωe/2π = 1.35 MHz is assumed. Setting λ1
= λs, the spatial period of density irregularities presented in Fig. 1, the dependence of f1 on a± is determined by the

dependencies of α and λs on a± and is presented in Fig. 2. By varying the power, polarization, and frequency of the HF
heating wave, a± values can be varied to change the average electron density (∝α) and the spatial period λs of the
generated density irregularities. The modulation frequency of the heating wave should be changed accordingly as the
dependence of f1 on a± shown in Fig. 2. Thus the modulation frequency satisfies the dispersion relation of whistler
waves and a resonant excitation of whistler waves can be achieved. However, the choice of the modulation frequency
may be optimized. As shown in Fig. 2, the dependence of f1 on a± has a plateau around 28 kHz.
SUMMARY
Using an amplitude-modulated HF heating wave to modulate the polar electrojet, two types of thermal instabilities are
excited. The one excited by the modulation part of the heating wave oscillates only in time and causes effectively the
electrojet currents to be modulated at the harmonics of the modulation frequency of the heating wave. The modulated
electrojet currents, then, act as antennas to radiate electromagnetic waves at those harmonics. The other one excited by
the dc part of the heating power is a purely growing thermal instability, which oscillates spatially with a broad scale
length in the kilometer range. This instability has a large growth rate, but it is quickly stabilized by the inelastic
(vibration) collision loss. The thermal diffusion along the geomagnetic field can, however, further evolve the steady
state temperature fluctuations into a spatially periodic variation having a spatial period in the kilometer range.
This temperature variation modifies the background recombination rates between electrons and NO+ and O2+ ions, and
hence, is accompanied by density variation. The generated density irregularities distribute periodically along the
geomagnetic field. We further show that the combined spatial filamentation and temporal modulation of the electrojet
current induces a distributed mode current for whistler waves excited at the modulation frequency of the HF wave. It is
shown that this current also has a right-hand circular polarization and has its frequency and wavenumber satisfying the
dispersion relation of the whistler wave. Hence, it excites whistler waves directly without going through a low
efficiency antenna radiation process. This direct excitation process also works to reduce the harmonic components of
the excited whistler waves. It is shown that a whistler wave with a frequency between 2 and 30 kHz can be generated by
the HF wave modulated at the same frequency, via the proposed mechanism. The dependence of the required
modulation frequency, in order to match the mode frequency of whistler waves, on a combined HF wave parameter a±,
is presented in Fig. 2. A plateau in the dependence of f1 on a± appears around 28 kHz, which is, thus, the most favorable
modulation frequency to be used in the future HF heating experiments.
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